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Ch. 
LWV BS 6- 30- 91 . --'-----
ROMANS ••••••••••••• analrsi s : -1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
THE GOSPEL---~od 1 s means & power to save. 
GOD----is the Judge of all •••• not we ourselves. 
JEWS---were special; had advantages. NCY.r NOW! 
ABRAHAM----saved by FAITH-- not works ---
because faith preceeds works. Heart before hand. 
FAITH i s God's system now, not works (Spr). 
Je sus u shered the new system in with His blood. 
SIN-ends in death. Get rid of your guilt and 
l ove of sin. Explains how. 
LAW-man is amenable to some law and always has 
been . Patriarchal. Mosaic. Christian. 
(Lost axe amenable to whatever law is in effect! 
*Romans 212-16••••••••• ALL LIVING 
SUBJECT TO THE GOSPEL NOW --- else what 
does Maxk 16: 15-16 mean?????) 
8. SPIRIT---this, H. s. dispensation.*John 16:7-14. 
Accepting the H. s. as a part of S!!!!:, life ••• 
Heeding the guidance of the Spr. 11 " ••• 
Being satisfied with the leadings of H. S. 
Accepting assistance of the H. s. 
ALL INVOLVED IN LIVIOC. IN THE SPIRIT: 
SAME AS: Spirit of God •••• His guidance. 
Spirit or Christ.His guidance. 
% 3 in 1 and all the same! 
NO!'E : Erroneous view of the indwelling of H. s.: 
Two views:l. H. S. is WORD of H. s. iJlllil/ 
~- H. S. dwells in us as result 
of word in us. 
PROOF LOGIC: Rom. 10:17. Faith, the Word in us or 
the result of the Word in us? 
(~) 
Word and Faith one and the saioo thing? If YES, 
how does one COME FROM the other.? 
Is not one the CAUSE and the other the EFFECT. 
FAITH COMES INTO OUR HEARTS because the Word 
c 8llle first and ~ODUCED a change from 
ignorance, error, fp:rejudice 
SEXJOND PROOF: Are there: men---who have the Word 
in their MINDS but do not have FAITH IN 
THEIR HEARTS? ILL. JOSEPH STALIN. 
THIRD PROOF: Did the H. S. exist (Gen.1:2)before 
the Bible was written? If so, then 
they are two separate things and one 
preceeded the other. 
disclaimer: 
CAUTION: The erroneous teachings of our neighbors---
that the indwelling of the H. s. in the Chr. 
involves miraculous aid, :po-were or help: in 
no way should PREVENI' us from believing that 
the H. S. dwe ll_s in us and helps us in the 
ways the Scriptures tell us he does. --- -Maybe it would help to made this distinction: 
NOW& • •• The H. s. dwells in the Chr. in the "natural• 
way God intended. No miracles nor Spr. gifts, 
N. T •• •• The H. s. dwelt in the Apostles IN ORDER to 
!Pl')f8 Z perform miracles (as proof of the gospel) and 
gave spiritual-miraculous gifts to some for 
that very same purpose: Proof of divinity in 
the work of God's messengers. 
